Mi Water Purifier
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Equipment

The main box

Install the main filter box near faucet. At the same time, make sure that length of
water pipe of filter is sufficient for connection to a source of water.
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Touch control unit

Take out sensor unit and water pipe and connect them to faucet.
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4 filter cartridges

Cut the package and remove all 4 filters, install the main unit, according to their
serial number.

Accessories

In box with accessories, you will find adapters for faucet and a small wrench.
Adapters fit most faucets. Using wrench, unscrew the aerator, but instead install
adapter.
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Adapter: connect sensor unit to faucet
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Picture of accessories

Internal thin
carving adapter
F22

Internal thin
Internal tight
carving adapter carving adapter
F20
F20

Instructions and warranty card

Small wrench

External carving
adapter
W24

External carving External carving
adapter
adapter
W22
F20

Schematic map

Dust-proof top cover
Water from faucet
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Purified Water
4 filter cartridges

Sensor unit
Water supply button from
faucet
Button for purified water
supply

Read about
cartridges
below
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4 СІІ last filter cartridge with
activated charcoal

Control panel of the main unit
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Reset Wi-Fi
Press and hold for 3
seconds

Blue light: normal
use
Orange indicator:
Water quality
violations
Flashing orange
LED: water
temperature excess

1 Lifetime indicator of filter cartridge with PP cotton

2 Lifetime indicator of input filter with activated carbon
cartridge
3 Lifetime indicator of reverse osmosis filter
4 Lifetime indicator of last filter cartridge with activated
charcoal
Wi-Fi indicator
Violations indicator
select button of filter cartridge
reset button of filter cartridge

Recycling conduit
concentrated impurities
not drinking water

3 RO reverse osmosis filter

2 СІ Input filter cartridge with
activated charcoal

1 РР filter cartridge with PP
cotton

Step by step installation
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Read carefully how to install correctly on the following pages

Attention:
It is necessary to run water through to wash filter cartridges and tubing. You may see a grayish water or water with bubbles,
it is normal - drain water until it is clear. At your first use it is necessary to wait a relatively long time, but please be patient.
You may let this water to tank, and then use it to clean the floor, bathroom, etc.
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Install filter cartridge (5 page)
Removing and installing an aerator for faucet adapters (5-6 page)
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Installing sensor unit (page 7)

Installation of pipeline utilization of concentrated impurities (page 7)

Power Connection, Wi-Fi and downloading mobile applications (page 7)
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Run water through the water purifier for 10 minutes (7 pages)

The following shows faucets, which are not suitable for use with Mi Water Purifier. If you need to
purchase accessories for stainless steel faucet, contact with an authorized consultant in service
center Xiaomi.
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Huajiu water
taps

Outlet of faucet is
squared or some
other shape

Outlet of faucet
is oval

Outlet of faucet is
wider than 24mm

Height is less than
15mm faucet

Retractable faucet

Step by step installation

Installing filter cartridges
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Remove filter cartridges from packaging
Insert first filter cartridge to corresponding well in such
a manner that the lever of cartridge pointing to 9:00
(Figure 2)

Aerator
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Slightly press down filter cartridge and rotate it counterclockwise by 90%.

3 points that
indicate correct
position of the filter
cartridge:
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Removing and installing adapters mixer

A round point, directed at the lock icon (Figure 2)
Cartridge’s pen points to 12:00 pm (Figure 2)
Surface of filter cartridge is at the same level with
surface of the base unit (Figure 3)
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In turn, install remaining cartridges 2,3,4 in the
same way (Figure 4)

What is an aerator?

Aerator

Most faucets in kitchen have tips (aerators) that are in front, and which
can be unscrewed. They are helping with good mixing of water with air,
so you can even see the effect of foaming.
Note: In some faucets in bathroom or older models of faucets do not
have an aerator.

After installation, you must necessarily within 10
minutes run water through purifier
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Note: You need to get rid of water, to rinse filter cartridges and tubes. You may see a grayish
water or water with bubbles, it is normal to drain water until it is clear. When you first use it is
necessary to wait a relatively long time, but please be patient.

Tools Required: small wrench
Wrench is in box with accessories. This tool is designed so you can
easily unscrew aerator and screw in filter adapter.

Step by step installation
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Dismantle aerator
Using wrench, which is in box
with accessories, unscrew
aerator.

Installation of a suitable adapter
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In box with accessories, select appropriate adapter (in accordance with
direction of thread of aerator and size), screw adapter instead of aerator.
Well screw adapter to prevent water leakage

Remove O-ring
Internal carving aerator
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Aerator

External carving aerator
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Smooth external part of aerator
Unscrew with hands
In order to increase frictional force
you can use a towel

For part of aerator carving
Use wrench
First, pick the right size of holes

Spanner will help you to
screw adapter

Safety measures:
1. presence of corrosion promotes incorrect screwing
of adapter;
2. absence of aerator in faucet;
3. Improper installation of aforementioned adapter;
We recommend using a gander faucet in stainless
steel.

Step by step installation

Safety measures:
Check pipeline utilization
of concentrated
impurities in presence
of bends, damage,
bonding, as well as
ensure a good flow
capacity.

Power Connection
Plug power cord into outlet of water purifier

Installation
With one hand, hold faucet, and
with second - sensor unit. Insert
connector of sensor unit to the
limit. A clicking sound will indicate
a successful installation of sensor
unit.

If you need to remove
sensor unit:
With one hand, hold
faucet, and with second
- pull connector down,
thereby removing sensor
unit.
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Download mobile app
In APP Store, find and download application Mi
Water Purifier or scan QR-Code
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Installation of pipeline utilization of concentrated
impurities
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Wi-Fi connection
After you connect your smartphone to Wi-Fi, open
previously downloaded application, and follow
instructions on screen.

Run water through water purifier for 10 minutes

Direct pipeline utilization of
concentrated impurities in the
sink and using a special suction
cup firmly attaching it to a smooth
surface countertops.
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Power connection, downloading mobile Wi-Fi applications

Installing sensor unit

Click on «Clean Water», after which indicator
lights. Remove water and let it drain out (about 10
minutes). After some time, orange indicator will
change to blue, indicating that run water through
water purifier can be completed.

Identified one or more of facts listed above, significantly affects capacity of device and
quality of his work.
Water which comes from pipeline is not drinking, because it contains precipitate, rust, Note: If you do not connect your smartphone to water purifier, follow in «Tech
Service» - and make a «Reset Wi-Fi», for stable Wi-Fi connection.
chlorine residue, etc. You can use any container to collect water and then use it for
washing, cleaning, etc.
Attention:
It is necessary to run water through to wash filter cartridges and tubing. You may see a grayish water or water with
bubbles, it is normal to drain the water until it is clear. When you first use it is necessary to wait a relatively long
time, but please be patient.
You may let this water to tank, and then use it to clean the floor, bathroom, etc.

Usage
Outlets of sensor unit
Sensor unit has two outlets:
one is intended for supply
of purified water, second
- for normal, non-filtered
water.
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Change filter cartridge

Expiration of operation of filter cartridge
Purified water
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Выбор

Not filtered water
Regulation of water
To supply filtered water,
click on «Clean Water»
and turn on water. To stop
flow of water, close valve
of faucet.

Сброс

Note: water temperature does not
affect flow of unfiltered water.
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Use of non-filtered water
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Note: If water temperature exceeds 38 C., turn on usual not filtered water, because
high temperature of water negatively affects life of RO reverse osmosis filter.
If water temperature and its pressure is relatively low, supply of purified water
pressure is weak.
If during water supply, indicator changed its color to orange, continue to monitor
water it may change color of indicator back to blue, indicating normal state.
If indicator does not change to a blue color, after some time, do not turn on filtered
water.

Value of indicators
appearance of a flashing orange indicator on any filter
cartridge indicates that it will soon come to an end of
its life.
appearance of steady orange light over any filter
cartridge means that it is reaching to an end of its
lifetime.
Warning: can simultaneously light indicators of overall
filter status
Buy filter cartridge:
01 Register to www.xiaomi-mi.com
02 Appendix «smart house»
03 Scan QR-code

Recommended terms to replace filter cartridges:

Changing filter cartridge
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Before you withdraw old filter, do not
turn on water for 2 minutes
Select

According to description of steps
1,2,3 «step by step installation of 1» «Installing filter cartridge 4», replace
old filter with a new (Figure 1,2,3)
After switching on, press «Select»
and select a new filter cartridge on
which indicator lights. Press and hold
«Reset» button for 3 seconds after
you hear the buzzer, the light goes off.
Reset completed successfully (Figure
4)
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Note: you must do a factory reset of a new filter cartridge, or an incorrect
count will continue its life

Reset

Press
simultaneously
for 3 seconds
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After installing filter, be sure within 10
minutes to run water through on water
purifier

Note: You need to get rid of water, to
rinse filter cartridges and tubes. You
may see a grayish water or water with
bubbles, it is normal to drain water until
it is clear.
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Reset Wi-Fi

Replace filter cartridge with a new and reset

Rinsing adapter

loosen and rinse

for dismantling pull down

After changing password of router or Wi-Fi, you
need to reset Wi-Fi. At the same time, click on
button «Select» and «Reset» button and hold
for three seconds. Flashing orange LED and
audible alarms indicate a successful reset WiFi.

Periodically rinse inside of adapter from
precipitation of impurities and other
particulates to prevent clogging of adapter,
because it affects quality and water supply
rate. Clearing adapter should be returned to
its original place steel mesh and O-ring.
To remove sensor unit:
With one hand hold mixer, and with second pull connector down, thereby removing sensor
unit.
To remove adapter and wash:
Remove adapter and clean it.

Troubleshooting
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List of faults
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Safety measures
Antifreeze:
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Do not store device in rooms with temperatures
below 0C and not to succumb to its effects of low
temperatures.

filter, because stagnant water can be formed, and hence
unpleasant odor and bacteria.
flashing orange light over a particular filter cartridge will
notify you that cartridge must replaced soon. Buy and timely
change filter cartridge.

For proper operation and safety of device, use
additional components and filter cartridges that are
only of same brand.

Water pressure:

Use:

This device is used to purify tap water or use it for
other assignments
To guarantee quality of water, use this unit for tap
water pressure 0,1-0,4MRa, in case of excess
pressure on inlet point, use a pressure reducing
valve.

For more convenient use of water purifier, use connection of
Wi-Fi.

Do not use it in public locations. Device storaging:
Constant sunlight to filter facilitates rapid «aging» of its
components.

Prevention:
In case of failure, quickly stop water supply, turn
off power and call service: 400 100 5678
Do not disassemble device, please use a
specialized repair
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Regularly clean adapter from the rain, sawdust
and other debris as plugging adapter affects
flow rate of clean water. Clearing adapter should
be returned to its original place steel mesh and
O-ring.

While wiping filter, do not let water filter cartridge
to get inside the device, because soon there will
be an unpleasant smell, bacteria can form water
stagnation, which eventually will flow through filter
microcracks.
Do not use water to wash inside or outside of
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If for a long time you do not use a water purifier, turn off
power and close valve of mixer. During use of filter, will
appear orange light. Continue to use water for as long as
indicator again turns blue indicating the normal state.
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In case of turning off normal water or during repair of pipes,
turn off power and close valve of faucet. Upon renewal of
water supply, open other valves to allow sediment to flow
down and only then device can be used again. Otherwise,
a large amount of sediment after turning off of water orafter
a pipe repair will immediately fall into filter cartridges and
quickly clog them.
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When moving or transporting this product, you
must pack it according to directions on box, to
prevent damage to filter.

If quality of filtered water is very bad, temperature and water
pressure is very low, flow of purified water will be relatively
weak, this is normal.
The reason for small noise and vibration when using pure
water is booster pump’s work, this is normal.
Do not put a filter on its side or upside down.
Do not use water purifier at a temperature below 5 ° C or
above 38 C., as it may cause damage to unit.
Do not use it in public locations.
Additional accessories and filter cartridges:

Storage:

Damage to devices or filter cartridges, in the result of
use of water at a temperature below 5C or above 38
C.

Close location of device near to high temperatures or
powerful magnetic devices can contribute to a fire or
damage to electrical circuit.
Placing device in humid or very gathering dust areas
can contribute to emergence of a circuit failure.
Do not place heavy objects on filter or liquid
containers.
Children with mental disabilities:
After removing device from package, avoid any child
contact with box.
Do not allow children to contact, pull, play with
device.
Using by children with intellectual disabilities only
under the supervision of a guardian.

Safety measures
Other important factors are:
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Main specifications

Install unit in a safe place from insects or
other pests, they can chew through power
cord.
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Before using, firmly install plumbing. If
you notice water leakage in device,
immediately turn off power and water
supply.
Do not install or use unit near a source of
heat or fire.
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Do not install or use device close to
flammable, explosive devices and highpower magnetic devices.
Do not put purifier in water to wash it.
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Mi is using RO water purifier RO reverse
osmosis technology. In course of its work
generates concentrated water, ratio is about
50% ± 10%. The quality of water pressure,
water temperature, time of use purifier and
its usage habits affect the production of
concentrated water.
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* Test conditions: tap water, the water
pressure 0.2MRa, the water temperature
is 25° C, after 2 minutes of continuous
operation, we tested.

Наличие токсичных и вредных веществ

O: toxic and harmful substances in all
components of device contained in an
amount below limit value according to
SJ / T11363-2006 «requirements limiting
the presence of toxic and hazardous
substances in products.»
X: indicates the presence of toxic and
hazardous substances at least one
of the components in this product in
excess of the limit value, according to
SJ / T11363-2006 «requirements limiting
the presence of toxic and hazardous
substances in products.»

Image processing technology of water
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2 СІ Input filter cartridge with 3 RO reverse osmosis filter
activated charcoal

4 СІІ last filter cartridge with
activated charcoal
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Pure water

Supply of tap water

1 РР filter cartridge with PP
cotton
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Booster Pump

Withdrawal of concentrated
impurities

Schematic diagram
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mixer control panel

The solenoid valve

Power switch
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dashboard

Main board

Sensor

TDS

Solenoid valve

Booster Pump

Flowmeter

Sensor

Warranty
1. Within 7 days from the date of purchase, in
case of a problem of «fault list», you can choose
a free replacement product, return or repair.
Return of goods is only possible presentation of a
valid warranty card.
2. Return of goods is only possible through the
main shopping Xіaomi the official website or
official website Tmall and only seven days after
its purchase. You can not take the opportunity to
return the product without reason within seven
days after the purchase, in the event of damage
to the goods incurred due to the human factor,
or in the case of damage to the packaging. RIR
return the goods without reason within seven
days after purchase, all shipping costs borne by
the consumer.
3. Within 8-15 days from the date of purchase,
in case of a problem of «fault list», you choose
a free replacement or repair of the goods. In
the case of replacement of the goods, you
can replace only the main unit and all of its
components can not be replaced.

- Damage resulting from repairs outside the
service center, improper use, falling objects,
water ingress, accident, alteration, misuse, or
from the use of foreign components; or if you
have broken, correct serial number, security
marking, etc .;
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- Damage resulting from exceeding the
operating conditions;

- When using the device in public places.
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4. The warranty on the main unit and its
components (except for filter cartridge) is given
for 1 year, but it is necessary to properly maintain
the warranty card.
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- Do not meet the model or code on the device
and in the warranty card;
- Failure resulting from improper use of the
device in conditions that do not correspond to
the data contained in the instruction (voltage,
temperature, humidity, ventilation, etc.)
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Return and replacement
devices

In other words: When you return the goods without reason,
within seven days after purchase, you must ensure that no
damage to the main unit and its components. In the event of
damage to the goods incurred due to the human factor, or
in the case of damage to the package and return the goods
without reason, within seven days after purchase, all shipping
costs borne by the consumer.

The conditions are not covered by warranty
- The warranty has already expired;

- The presence of stacking faults, accessories,
instructions, gifts, lack of warranty coupon;
- Damage caused by force majeure;

Xiaomi-mi.com

